
 
 

Social Audio Technology Trendsetter HearMeCheer 
Introduces OnCue Sync Tech 

 
Seamlessly Synchronize Experiences for Listeners to Any 

Broadcast Feed of a Live Event 
 

Toronto, Ontario – April 14, 2022 – HearMeCheer, the trendsetting start-up creating social audio 
technology for the metaverse, has introduced OnCue, a new way to seamlessly synchronize experiences 
for listeners to any broadcast feed of a live event.  
 
As introduced earlier this month, HearMeCheer’s OnCue sync technology listens to a broadcast feed to 
determine at what point in time the viewer or listener is in the event. This allows HearMeCheer’s 
partners, including teams, leagues, sponsors, and advertisers, to send contextually relevant notifications 
at the right time, every time. 
 
OnCue from HearMeCheer can be used for synchronized game event notifications (scores, plays, lineup 
changes, etc.), radio commentary synchronization, synchronized advertising, dynamic crowd grouping, 
in-game betting and data points capture metrics. 
 
“As more and more teams, leagues and other properties engage directly with their fans through 
streaming, and the growth of listening to a broadcast on multiple devices, we’ve found that there is a 
challenge for them to offer a consistent message delivered across multiple audio channels,” said Elias 
Andersen, the founder and CEO of HearMeCheer. “The development of OnCue as part of our HMC 
Technologies is in response to this challenge with purpose-built social audio API with unprecedented 
security and privacy coupled with simple and secure integration into any existing platform.” 
 
HearMeCheer’s patent-pending real-time audio engine and their related tech enhances the connection 
between people on any app/platform that looks to provide conversation and community among its 
users. The HMC social audio widget can be overlayed on any platform/app/website in about 15 minutes 
using our iFrame, allowing users additional ways to connect and engage with each other. The company 
also offers a full APi for deeper integration solutions.    
 
HearMeCheer, founded in April 2020, is up to over 400,000 real-time audio events in the past six 
months, and continues to grow their business, enabling more partners to enhance their user’s 
experiences.   
 



The social audio technology innovations created by HearMeCheer are currently in use worldwide on 
platforms and properties including ZedRun, DScrybe, Preediction, the Premier League’s Wolverhampton 
Wanderers, Fanisco, Dysko and Looped, among others.  
 
HearMeCheer delivers audio processing on a scale never seen in the audio industry. This allows 
HearMeCheer to provide an audio feed with up to thousands of people contributing at the same time, 
with live microphone input, all with only one audio stream coming in and out of each client’s computer. 
The server also sends back customized streams for each client, with feedback cancellation applied for 
each client. HearMeCheer does this with WebRTC and the company’s patent-pending algorithms, 
running on extremely high-performance compiled code.  
 
HearMeCheer has grown beyond the company’s initial focus on live sports events to encompass all 
manner of live events, including concerts, comedy, and entertainment shows.  HearMeCheer partners 
have come from verticals including traditional sports (Top Rank Boxing on ESPN, New York Red Bulls, 
NCAA college football and basketball), eSports (Blizzard Overwatch Grand Finals), politics (U.S. 
Democratic National Convention), and entertainment (live-streaming concerts). 
 
Additional information is available at http://www.HearMeCheer.com. 
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